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Chapter 13 
 

VOTER RESPONSE TO SCANDAL:  

CASHGATE  

Brigitte Zimmerman177 

1. Introduction 

Beginning in September of 2013 with the shooting of Budget Director Paul Mphwiyo, 
Malawi witnessed an immense, shocking and debilitating corruption scandal in the months 
leading up to the May 2014 elections. Dubbed ‘Cashgate,’178 the scandal has had far-reaching 
effects, from the political to the economic to the social. This chapter considers its effects on 
the outcome of the May 2014 elections. Drawing on past literature examining how voters 
incorporate information about corruption and reflect on scandals when determining their vote, 
I evaluate whether Cashgate negatively affected support for the incumbent President Joyce 
Banda and candidates belonging to the party she formed, the People’s Party. Evidence from a 
survey conducted in December 2013 indicates that Cashgate likely significantly decreased 
support for Joyce Banda and, to a lesser degree, other People’s Party candidates. Providing 
hypothetical information via a survey experiment about Joyce Banda’s involvement, similar 
to the accusations in the media during the campaign period, decreased support for Joyce 
Banda even more. Members of the People’s Party were somewhat inoculated from the effects 
of this information, suggesting that swing voters were more influenced by Cashgate than 
were core voters. The survey findings contribute to the academic literature about the links 
between corruption, scandal and voting, as well as shed light on one significant factor 
influencing the outcome of Malawi’s presidential election: corruption and, more specifically, 
Cashgate. Of course, corruption – whether related to Cashgate or not - was one of many 
factors influencing the May 2014 elections. This chapter evaluates the degree to which 
Cashgate-related corruption may have affected political outcomes in the May 2014 elections. 
However, it does not determine the precise influence of Cashgate relative to other factors.  

The overarching aim of this book is to evaluate whether democracy in Malawi is maturing. A 
critical dimension on which to evaluate the maturity of a democracy is its level of vertical 
accountability, or the “obligation of elected political leaders to answer for their political 
decisions when asked by voters or constitutional bodies” (Diamond and Morlino 2004: 25). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
177 I acknowledge Bright Chimatiro and Jimmy Mkandawire for their invaluable expertise in guiding the 
development and execution of this research, as well as Shannon Colin for her diligence in managing the survey 
of market vendors. 
178 It is believed that the name came into being when police started searching vehicles coming out of Capital Hill 
at the entrance/exit gate and discovered a lot of stacks of cash in the vehicles. 
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This chapter offers evidence of strong vertical accountability structures in Malawi. In the year 
or so leading up to the May 2014 election, voters received information about Cashgate 
(information), evaluated the degree to which Joyce Banda was responsible for the events 
leading up to the scandal and the actions taken to resolve it (justification), and then failed to 
re-elect her as president of the country (punishment). Although we do not know the degree to 
which Cashgate was the issue that caused her to lose the presidency, this chapter indicates 
that vertical accountability mechanisms are functioning in Malawi. Cashgate offers a dismal 
picture of the functioning of Malawi’s government, but it gives us reason to be optimistic 
about the trajectory of Malawi’s democracy. 

2. Background 

2.1 Cashgate 

The Cashgate scandal broke when Budget Director Paul Mphwiyo was shot on September 13, 
2013. A statement from President Joyce Banda claimed that the shooting was an intentional 
retaliation by officials against Mr. Mphwiyo's planned crackdown on district-level corruption 
(Malawi Today 2013). The investigation into the shooting began to unravel a corruption 
scheme of incredible proportions. Over 60 individuals have been arrested in connection with 
the scheme, and over $32 million has been stolen (The Economist 2014).  

An official audit report by Baker Tilly, published in February 2014, provides some of the 
detailed facts of the scandal. The audit only covered six months of activity (February-
September 2013) and only specific ’high risk’ government transactions, but nonetheless the 
report reveals extensive corruption. The corruption behind Cashgate takes three forms. The 
form of corruption accounting for the greatest total amount - MK6.1 billion (about US$15 
million) - is outright theft. Officials simply transferred government funds into personal 
accounts or into the accounts of friends. The funds stolen came from several ministries and 
several funds, including many at district level: construction of irrigation schemes; 
consultancy; rehabilitation of roads and bridges. The government officials involved “have 
been unable to provide supporting documentation, such as invoices, contracts, GRNs179, or 
any other evidence of any services or goods being provided to justify the payment made from 
the government account” (National Audit Office and Baker Tilly 2014, p.27). There is also 
no evidence suggesting that political superiors or bank officials ever challenged these large 
cash withdrawals or large cheques from government accounts. 

The second most common form of corruption behind Cashgate is theft of funds transferred to 
specific ’shell‘ companies. This form of corruption constituted a loss of MK4.0 billion (about 
US$10 million). These companies were contracted for services or goods provided to the 
government but it does not appear that they provided anything or that they even exist. The 
final form of corruption is inflated procurement prices, whereby companies were contracted 
for services or goods provided to the government, and they did indeed provide these goods or 
services, but were paid excessive, inflated amounts for them. This form of corruption cost 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
179 Goods Received Notes 
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approximately MK3.6 billion (about US$9 million). Again, as this audit covered a limited 
time period, and as several have admitted, the corruption actually extended beyond the time 
period covered by the audit, these figures likely represent the lower limit of the public cost of 
Cashgate. 

The audit report details improperly followed controls, and loopholes exploited to facilitate the 
corruption. For example, several transactions requiring three signatures only obtained two. 
Some transactions were completed outside of working hours. A window was accidentally or 
deliberately left open in a server room, allowing people access to the room in order to erase 
records. Officials circulated a few ID numbers and access codes to delete transactions from 
government bank accounts.  

The audit report also provides many recommendations for future anti-corruption efforts. One 
of the recommendations is to prevent government transactions from being approved over 
personal email accounts, with the assumption that professional email accounts can be 
monitored. There is also a recommendation to require authorisation for all transactions above 
a monetary cut-off, regardless of whether the transaction is within budget (the previous 
requirement was that no authorisation was necessary if the transaction was in the budget). 
The report portrays some of these reforms as more realistic or important than others, but the 
resounding message of the report is: Widespread reforms are absolutely necessary to avoid 
scandals such as Cashgate in the future. 

Joyce Banda was President when the scandal broke, and was therefore in the public eye 
throughout the investigation. She issued reports on the progress of investigations, met with 
the institutions managing those investigations, and took responsibility for the scandal 
unfolding on her watch (Gondwe 2014; Chirombo 2014; Musa 2014). However, the media 
generally claimed that not enough was being done, suggesting implicitly, or even explicitly, 
that President Joyce Banda was to blame for Cashgate and its effects. Headlines like “Joyce 
Banda cornered on Cashgate” and “President Banda faces another mass protest on 
Parliament” sold newspapers and also put her under the microscope (Chimgwede 2014; BNL 
Times 2014). Politicians and civil society members accused her outright of masterminding the 
corruption scheme (The Nation 2014; Mwapasa 2014), or at least of lacking “a clear strategy” 
(UDF Press Statement 2013, Star Africa 2014). The Afrobarometer survey Round 6 found 
that 75% of Malawians were concerned about Cashgate and 72% thought the People’s Party 
government handled the scandal badly (Afrobarometer 2014). In the campaign period, many 
articles and radio broadcasts discussed the possibility that Cashgate would harm Joyce 
Banda’s chances in the election (Cox 2014; Masina 2014). This research attempts to 
determine whether Joyce Banda indeed paid the price for Cashgate at the polls. 

The effects of Cashgate are undoubtedly far-reaching. However, at this stage we lack the 
rigorous, systematic, unbiased and detailed data necessary to ascertain these effects. The 
media, civil society, political officials and others have suggested many effects of Cashgate, 
from higher prices of goods to the scaling down of service delivery (e.g. Catholic Bishops of 
Malawi 2013). The aim of the research discussed in this chapter is not to determine the full 
spectrum of Cashgate’s effects, but rather to assess voters’ perceptions of these effects and 
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how voters incorporated Cashgate into their political opinions and actions surrounding the 
May 2014 elections. 

2.2 Corruption and Voting in the Literature 

Academic literature on corruption sheds light on the ways in which Cashgate may have 
affected the outcome of Malawi’s 2014 elections. Much of this literature finds a robust 
relationship between corruption information and reduced support for the incumbent 
candidate, across all levels of government (Chong et al. 2011; Banerjee et al. 2014). 
Incumbent parties also pay an overall price at the polls (Cobb and Taylor 2014).  

Other scholars address citizen response to scandals, corruption or otherwise. Research work 
in the UK (Eggers and Fisher 2011), Spain (Costas-Perez et al. 2012) and the United States 
(Basinger 2013) generally finds that scandals reduce support for the incumbent candidates at 
all levels of government and under diverse institutional contexts (Eggers and Fisher 2011; 
Costas-Perez et al. 2012; Basinger 2013). Hirano and Snyder (2012) find that scandals, 
especially in areas where there are many core supporters, increase the possibility of coming 
up against a viable opponent candidate. 

A related literature conveys the importance of the economy in shaping voting choices (for an 
extensive review, see Lewis-Beck and Whitten 2013). Voters engage in retrospective 
economic voting, whereby their assessment of the economy influences their vote for the 
incumbent (Lewis-Beck and Ratto 2013), particularly their assessment of employment 
conditions (Singer 2013; Ansolabehere 2014). Conducting research in Latin America, Singer 
and Carlin (2013) find that retrospective voting overtakes prospective voting as the election 
draws near. They also find that in developing countries the overall health of the national 
economy is given less consideration than the personal economic situation. Combining the 
literature on economic voting with that on corruption voting, Klasnja and Tucker (2013) find 
that those in high corruption countries react more strongly to corruption stimuli when the 
economy is poor. In other words, voters are harsher critics in bad economic times in countries 
with high levels of corruption. In follow-up work, they find that voting based on the national 
economic environment is particularly likely when a credible anti-corruption party shifts 
media coverage of corruption to link it to the economy (Klašnja et al. 2012). Zechmeister and 
Zizumbo-Colunga (2013) find an interaction between the economy and presidential approval 
in the same direction in Latin America.  

Finally, the literature on partisan bias sheds light as to how voters from different parties may 
have reacted to Cashgate differently. Scholars have found that citizens are more favourable 
when evaluating information about their own party, including when evaluating negative 
information about political controversy (Wagner et al. 2014), political scandal (Barbera 
2012), or outright corruption (Anduiza et al. 2013; Konstantindidis and Xezonakis 2013). 

2.3 Corruption and Voting in Malawi 

We have reason to believe that corruption has affected political outcomes in Malawi in the 
past. Corruption was a salient issue in the 2009 election (Ferree and Horowitz 2010). 
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Differences over corruption policy influenced Bingu wa Mutharika’s decision to part ways 
with the UDF in 2005 to form the DPP (IRIN 2005). Further, voters in Malawi generally 
view corruption as a pressing issue. In a 2010 survey, 79% of Malawians felt that corruption 
was a major constraint on development, and 83% expressed concern over the level of 
corruption in Malawi (Centre for Social Research 2010). Other than these few examples, 
there is limited rigorous research on how the issue of corruption affects public opinion and 
political actions among voters in Malawi. The research presented in this chapter assesses the 
applicability in Malawi of past research on corruption and voting in other contexts. It is 
certainly not a foregone conclusion that it will be possible to generalise from this research.  

The Malawi economy is highly dependent on agriculture, and more Malawians are 
subsistence farmers than are formally employed. Therefore, we may expect that Malawians as 
a whole would be more sensitive to economic factors pertinent to the agricultural sector than 
to unemployment statistics, which are considered to be a significant driver of retrospective 
voting mechanisms in other countries. As the primary survey instrument at use in this chapter 
focused on market vendors, not farmers, we are unable to capture the full spectrum of 
economic variables of interest to the Malawian population. This is an area of opportunity for 
future research. 

3. Theory and Hypotheses 

In considering the scholarly literature and the events of Cashgate, several causal chains 
emerge. This section details the logic behind my expectations in examining Cashgate and 
voting in the Malawi 2014 elections.  

Voters use information about past performance to determine whether or not they will vote for 
the incumbent candidate. Positive events and trends lead to more support for the incumbent 
candidate and her party, whereas negative events and trends lead to less support for the 
incumbent candidate and her party. As the Cashgate corruption scandal is widely considered 
to be a blemish on Joyce Banda’s presidency, this logic results in the following hypothesis: 

H1: Voters lower their support for Joyce Banda after Cashgate comes to light. 

Joyce Banda formed the People’s Party herself in 2009 after being removed from the DPP by 
her predecessor, Bingu wa Mutharika. Given how tied her name is to the People’s Party, as 
well as the empirical link between support for the incumbent candidate and support for the 
incumbent party, I expect her dip in support to extend to her party as well. However, the party 
dip in support should not be as great as her own dip in support. Thus, I draw the following 
two hypotheses: 

H2: Voters lower their support for People’s Party candidates after Cashgate comes to light. 

H3: The effect of Cashgate on support for People’s Party candidates generally is lower than 
the effect on Joyce Banda specifically. 

Drawing on the past literature on corruption scandals and the broad literature on the 
importance of the economy in influencing vote choice, I propose that the mechanism linking 
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corruption scandals and incumbent support is an economic one. Voters view corruption, 
especially scandal shocks, as bad for the economy, and negative perceptions of the economy 
cause them to lower their support for the incumbent. This mechanism may be salient in the 
case of Cashgate, as the media linked the corruption behind Cashgate to the poor state of the 
economy early and often. This mechanism is in contrast to one where voter responses to 
corruption scandals are based on general normative beliefs about corruption, which would 
assert that scandals lower voter support for the incumbent simply because voters believe 
corruption itself is wrong or has adverse consequences in their lives. This proposed 
mechanism gives rise to the following hypothesis: 

H4: Voters cite economic reasons as the reason Cashgate has lowered their support for 
Joyce Banda and other People’s Party candidates.180 

Theory and empirical evidence suggest that voters are able to incorporate new information 
into their beliefs about politics. I consider one particular situation where new information 
might condition voter beliefs: information about the incumbent president’s involvement in a 
scandal. Specifically, I expect that new information about Joyce Banda’s role in the 
corruption scandal that claims either that she was involved in the corruption or that she was 
merely aware of it should reduce her support among voters: 

H5: Upon receiving information that Joyce Banda was aware or involved in Cashgate, voters 
reduce their support for Joyce Banda. 

I consider two kinds of information about corruption that may affect approval: information 
that the incumbent candidate was aware of the corruption and did not act (‘corruption 
awareness‘), and information that the incumbent candidate was corrupt herself (‘corruption 
involvement‘). I expect voters to be more likely to reduce their support for the incumbent 
when receiving information that she was actually corrupt compared to information that she 
was merely aware.  

H6: Reduction of voter support for Joyce Banda is greater in response to information about 
corruption involvement compared to corruption awareness. 

Throughout this chapter, I consider two types of support: approval ratings and vote choice. 
These two types of support constitute my two primary dependent variables (DVs), which will 
be described more extensively below. I anticipate that approval ratings will be more sensitive 
to information about corruption scandals than voter choice, since the choice at the polls is 
limited. In other words, I expect that it is easier to move the needle on voter approval for a 
candidate or party than to actually overturn their vote entirely.  

H7: The effects of Cashgate on approval ratings are greater than the effects of Cashgate on 
vote choice.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
180 Note that this hypothesis tests perceptions of Cashgate’s effect on the economy, not Cashgate’s actual effect 
on the economy. I am interested primarily in the mechanisms behind voters’ political decisions. I make no 
claims regarding the actual effects of Cashgate. 
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Finally, I consider heterogeneous effects for one important sub-group: members of the 
incumbent party. I expect that partisan bias depresses the magnitude of the effect of 
information about a scandal: 

H8: Effects tested in the above hypotheses will be smaller for members of the People’s Party 
than for supporters of other Malawian parties. 

To summarise, in evaluating how the Cashgate scandal may have affected voting in the 
Malawi’s 2014 election, I expect that the Cashgate scandal depressed support both for Joyce 
Banda and for the People’s Party, primarily due to the perceived negative effect of Cashgate 
on Malawi’s economy. Information revealing Joyce Banda’s awareness of the corruption 
reduces support for her and her party, and information revealing her involvement reduces 
support even more. I expect that these effects should be greater when expressed in approval 
ratings rather than in vote choice, and that these effects should be smaller among People’s 
Party members. 

4. Data Sources 

To analyse how Cashgate has affected voter evaluations, I draw on two independent, original 
surveys conducted in Malawi in 2012-2014: 1) a household survey of citizens in six districts 
of Malawi conducted in July 2012; and 2) a survey of market vendors in Lilongwe, Blantyre 
and Mitundu conducted in December 2013. Summary statistics depicting the sample 
population for the two surveys appear in Table 1. A map of the sampled areas for the two 
surveys appears in Figure 1. 

The first survey instrument surveyed individuals from 607 households across six districts of 
Malawi. The goal of this survey was to assess citizen perceptions of and experiences with 
corruption in district government. Importantly, the survey was conducted in July 2012, a few 
months before Cashgate came to light. It consisted of 75 questions, the first group devoted to 
gathering information about individual covariates and the second group devoted to questions 
about corruption. The surveys were translated and back-translated from English into 
Chichewa and Tumbuka, and then read aloud to the subjects, who answered the questions 
orally. A total of 302 subjects were surveyed in Chichewa and 305 in Tumbuka, the primary 
native languages of Malawi. Two districts in the Northern Region (Karonga and Mzimba), 
two districts in the Southern Region (Blantyre and Machinga), and two districts in the Central 
Region (Kasungu and Ntchisi) were randomly selected. Within each district, one traditional 
authority (TA) was randomly selected, and then within each TA, one enumeration area (EA) 
was randomly selected.181  

Five enumerators and one manager worked in each EA for a day. After the manager chose a 
central landmark as a starting point, the enumerators worked in a random walk pattern to 
sample a total of 50 households per EA (10 per enumerator). The manager surveyed the 
chiefs in the EA, in addition to supervising the other enumerators. Only one adult was 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
181 Because one of the originally selected TAs proved to be very hard to access, we had to re-sample to replace 
it. 
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sampled per household, including in polygamous households, and the enumerators alternately 
asked for the male or female heads of household. Every other household was sampled, 
although households without a head of household present were not included in this pattern. 
Enumerators were permitted to circle back to households if the male/female head of 
household was meant to return shortly. They were also permitted to find the male/female 
head of household elsewhere, take them aside, and then interview them in a private location.  

Another survey was conducted among market vendors in December 2013, a few months after 
Cashgate had come to light. The goal of this survey was to examine how market vendors – a 
predominant group in Malawi’s informal economy – anticipated and managed the economic 
fluctuations associated with elections. The survey was administered in three markets: 
Lilongwe, Blantyre, and Mitundu. These three markets were chosen to represent different 
market settings. Lilongwe market is an urban market with more than 100 stalls and over 300 
vendors. It is open every day for set hours and is busy throughout the day. It offers a wide 
range of both goods and services, from car parts to haircuts. Blantyre market is also in an 
urban area and is similar in size and offerings to Lilongwe market. The critical difference 
between Lilongwe and Blantyre is that Lilongwe market is in the country’s capital city and is 
therefore more directly exposed to political dynamics, whereas Blantyre market is in the 
industrial and commercial hub of Malawi. In contrast to both of these places, Mitundu is a 
rural market located approximately 30 kilometres outside of Lilongwe. Most of its activity 
occurs on Thursdays and Saturdays, ’market days‘, when vendors come from other areas to 
sell at the market. The Mitundu market offers a wide range of goods and services, though 
prices are lower on market days. Most of the market vendors who work at Mitundu are from 
Mitundu, whereas the market vendors at Lilongwe and Blantyre markets are from cities 
across Malawi. There is some exchange among vendors across the country as those in rural 
areas (for example, Mitundu) often order goods from the cities, but such exchange is limited. 

A multi-lingual Malawian enumerator conducted the December 2013 survey of market 
vendors in Chichewa and Tumbuka. To sample market vendors, the enumerator implemented 
a random walk pattern, starting at the first shop on the edge of the market that sold cellular 
phones. After completing a survey, the enumerator would always skip two market stalls 
before sampling another vendor for the survey. All respondents either worked at a market 
stall or owned one. Vendors had an equal chance of inclusion, regardless of gender, ethnicity, 
or political views. This sampling procedure resulted in a sample of 181 market vendors. 
There were 23 questions about corruption and Cashgate, which came at the end of an 
approximately 60-question survey. The first part of the survey included questions gathering 
information about covariates such as age, religion, marital status, income, political views, and 
market stall products and services. 

Together, these two surveys provide data on public opinion about corruption a few months 
before and after Cashgate broke. Because these surveys were additional components of 
research projects already underway on two vastly different samples, one might be concerned 
about how the different sampled populations introduce bias into the results. Fortunately, 
comparison across surveys is not used as the basis for any tests of the hypotheses. Such 
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comparisons are limited to providing general descriptions of trends over time. As shown in 
Table 1, the two sample populations are significantly different regarding important 
covariates. However, the results detailed below align with the sentiments expressed in various 
interviews with a wide range of Malawian citizens across the country, which implies that 
generalising across populations or beyond these subject pools to the greater population of 
Malawi is not unreasonable, especially given the effect sizes. In other words, while the results 
are decidedly not representative by a strict statistics definition, they seem generally indicative 
of the undercurrents among Malawian citizens at the time of Cashgate and the 2014 election. 

It is important to note that the second survey among market vendors did not include a 
location in the Northern Region, a region that is politically, culturally, and economically 
distinct from the Central and Southern regions. Therefore, evaluating the results of this 
survey may present a biased portrayal of political opinions across the country, especially 
since a significant portion of Joyce Banda’s support in the 2014 election came from the 
Northern Region. In particular, any bias in the findings would likely cause an overstating of 
the influence of Cashgate on voters’ support for Joyce Banda and the People’s Party. I have 
mitigated against this concern by considering Joyce Banda’s supporters in a sub-group 
analysis. I have no reason to believe Joyce Banda’s supporters in the Central and Southern 
regions would be drastically different from her supporters in the Northern Region; there has 
been no systematic evidence demonstrating that her supporters vary across the country in 
their reactions to information or preferences regarding corruption. Most importantly, 
however, I reiterate that I make no claim that the findings of this research are representative.  
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Figure 1: Map of Sampled Areas 
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Sample Populations 

!
June!2012!!
Survey!of!!
Citizens!

December!2013!
Survey!of!!
Market!Vendors!

Difference!in!
Means!Test!

%!Female! 55.5%! 23.2%! 32.3%***!

%!Married! 76.0%! 68.0%! 8.0%**!

Age! 43.3!years! 34.1!years! 10.7***!

#!Children! 3.5! 2.3! 1.2***!

%!Chewa! 24.5%! 44.4%! 19.9%***!

%!with!Family!in!Government! 13.9%! 51.4%! 37.5%***!

Average!Income! 9000K/month! 50000K/month! 41000K***!

Attended!School! 80.0%! 82.7%! 2.7%!

Key: * p<0.1 **p<.05 ***p<.01 

5. Methods 

Hypotheses Tests 
I will walk through each of the hypotheses tests, detailing the variables involved and the 
model specifications used. Descriptive statistics for all variables included in hypotheses tests 
appear in Table 2. A table of hypotheses tests and results appears in Table 3.  

In testing the hypotheses laid out in this chapter, it is important to note that none of these 
results is causally identified, except for the test of H6, the hypothesis about the effect of two 
different types of information regarding Joyce Banda’s involvement in Cashgate. As few, if 
anyone, anticipated Cashgate and the scope of impact on the political climate of Malawi, it is 
challenging to procure the data necessary to fully identify its causal effects. The ideal data 
would be a longitudinal dataset based on a representative sample documenting support for 
Malawi’s candidates and parties, combined with the random assignment of Cashgate media 
attention and political focus. Instead, the data used in this chapter document citizens’ 
response to Cashgate as they perceive and report it to enumerators. To the extent that 
subjects’ perceptions or reports are systematically biased, the findings may be skewed. For 
example, it is possible that subjects perceive that they reacted more strongly to Cashgate than 
they actually did, which would bias in favour of finding a result in the hypotheses tests. 
However, the reverse is also possible. Without more nuanced information about the biases 
behind the data, we must accept the data and findings for what they are: indicative but not 
representative. 

H1: Voters lower their support for Joyce Banda after Cashgate comes to light. 

H1 is tested using two questions in the survey of market vendors. First, subjects were simply 
asked, “Is your opinion of Joyce Banda’s work as President affected by Cashgate?” Subjects 
were asked to choose “affected negatively,” “not affected,” “affected positively,” or “don’t 
know.” I then created an approval variable (“Approval Banda”) for which subjects were 
coded as -1 if their approval has decreased, 0 if their approval has not been affected, and 1 if 
their approval has increased. I test H1 with a one-tailed t-test with the null hypothesis that 
this Approval Banda variable should have a mean equal to zero if Cashgate has not affected 
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Joyce Banda’s approval ratings. This hypothesis would be supported if the mean of the 
Approval Banda variable is significantly different from zero and negative. 

I also test H1 with a similar question about vote choice. Subjects were asked, “Has Cashgate 
changed who you will vote for in the Presidential election?” Subjects choose “yes” or “no,” 
and those who chose “yes” were then asked for more information. With this data, I created a 
vote choice variable (“Vote Choice Banda”) for which subjects were coded as -1 if they 
stated Cashgate had shifted their vote away from Joyce Banda, 1 if they stated Cashgate had 
shifted their vote towards Joyce Banda, and 0 otherwise. I then test H1 with a one-tailed t-test 
with the null hypothesis that this Vote Choice Banda variable should have a mean equal to 
zero if Cashgate has not affected votes for Joyce Banda. This hypothesis would be supported 
if the mean of the Vote Choice Banda variable is significantly different from zero and 
negative. 

H2: Voters lower their support for People’s Party candidates after Cashgate comes to light. 

The survey of market vendors did not include an analogous approval question for candidates 
of the People’s Party more generally, so the test of H2 relies on a vote choice variable. 
Subjects were asked, “Has Cashgate changed who you will vote for in the Parliamentary 
election?” and “Has Cashgate changed who you will vote for in the Local Government 
election?” For both questions, subjects choose “yes” or “no,” and those who chose “yes” 
were then asked for more information. With this data, I created two vote choice variables 
(“Vote Choice PP Parliamentary” and “Vote Choice PP Local”) for which subjects were 
coded as -1 if they stated Cashgate had shifted their vote away from People’s Party 
Candidates, 1 if they stated Cashgate had shifted their vote towards People’s Party 
candidates, and 0 otherwise. I test H2 with a one-tailed t-test with the null hypothesis that 
these Vote Choice PP Parliamentary and Vote Choice PP Local variables should have 
means equal to zero if Cashgate has not affected votes for People’s Party candidates. This 
hypothesis would be supported if the means of the Vote Choice PP Parliamentary and Vote 
Choice PP Local variable are significantly different from zero and negative. 

H3: The effect of Cashgate on support for People’s Party candidates generally is lower than 
the effect on Joyce Banda specifically.!

I test H3 by comparing the vote choice variables used to test H1 and H2. The vote choice 
variables representing voting support for People’s Party candidates should reflect a smaller 
shift than the variable representing voting support for Joyce Banda. I therefore conduct two 
one-tailed t-tests to test H3. The first t-test compares Vote Choice Banda to Vote Choice PP 
Parliamentary, with the null hypothesis that the means of these two variables should be 
equal. The second t-test compares Vote Choice Banda to Vote Choice PP Local, with the 
null hypothesis that the means of these two variables should be equal. H3 will be supported if 
the mean of Vote Choice Banda is significantly more negative than the means of the other 
two variables. 

H4: Voters cite economic reasons as the reason Cashgate has lowered their support for 
Joyce Banda and other People’s Party candidates.!
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H4 is tested using answers to the question asking how Cashgate has affected the subject’s 
opinion of Joyce Banda’s work as President. After answering, subjects were asked to explain 
their answer. I created a variable to capture an economic mechanism (“Economic Reason”) 
for which subjects were coded as 1 if their explanation pertains to an economic mechanism 
and were coded as 0 if their explanation pertains to an alternative mechanism. There is no 
null hypothesis as to the mean of this variable. Therefore, I do not formally test this 
hypothesis, but instead present descriptive statistics about the Economic Reason variable as 
well as qualitative information about modal responses. 

H5: Upon receiving information that Joyce Banda was aware or involved in Cashgate, voters 
reduce their support for Joyce Banda.!

A survey experiment forms the basis of the tests of H5 and H6. Subjects were randomly 
assigned to one of two groups via the last digit of their ID number, which was assigned at 
random at the beginning of the survey. Group 1 was read the following vignette: “Pretend 
that tomorrow we learned that Joyce Banda was the one who organised the corruption behind 
Cashgate.” Group 2 was read the following vignette: “Pretend that tomorrow we learned that 
Joyce Banda knew that the corruption behind Cashgate was occurring, but was not receiving 
money as part of it.” After listening to this vignette, subjects were asked, “Would this change 
your opinion of her?” and “Would this change your vote in the upcoming election?” I crafted 
these specific information treatments to be similar to the accusations that appeared in the 
media as Cashgate unfolded leading up to the election. For example, one of the primary 
newspapers in the country, The Nation, published an article on 22 January 2014 with a quote 
from the chairman of the Malawi Forum for Unity and Development (Mafunde) discussing 
the possibility that People’s Party members were “beneficiaries” of Cashgate: “On a guilty 
verdict, the party should be de-registered and the executive members banned from holding 
public office in Malawi” (The Nation 2014). 

The difference between the groups’ vignettes is the nature of the information provided, and 
this randomly assigned treatment forms the basis of the test for H6. For H5, all subjects, 
regardless of group, were pooled together for the hypothesis test. I constructed approval and 
vote choice variables (“Approval Banda Post-Information” and “Vote Choice Banda 
Post-Information”), which are very similar to those constructed for the test of H1, except 
they were coded according to responses to the questions that came after listening to the 
vignette. I then conduct analogous one-tailed t-tests to test H5. H5 is supported if Approval 
Banda Post-Information or Vote Choice Banda Post-Information is significantly different 
from zero and negative, rejecting the null hypothesis that the means of Approval Banda 
Post-Information and Vote Choice Banda Post-Information are zero. 

H6: Reduction of voter support for Joyce Banda is greater in response to information about 
corruption involvement compared to corruption awareness.!

H6 is tested through the survey experiment described above. This is the one test in this 
research that offers causal identification. Group 1 was randomly assigned to listen to a 
vignette that provided information that Joyce Banda was involved in Cashgate, whereas 
Group 2 was randomly assigned to listen to a vignette that provided information that Joyce 
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Banda was aware of Cashgate. I conduct a one-tailed t-test to test H6, with the null 
hypothesis that there is no difference in means across these two groups on either Approval 
Banda Post-Information or Vote Choice Banda Post-Information. H6 is supported if 
Group 1 experiences significantly greater and more negative shifts in Approval Banda Post-
Information and Vote Choice Banda Post-Information after listening to their assigned 
information vignette.  

H7: The effects of Cashgate on approval ratings are greater than the effects of Cashgate on 
vote choice.  

Testing H7 requires comparing effect sizes across approval and vote choice variables. 
Specifically, it must be assessed whether the shifts in approval are greater than the shifts in 
vote choice. To establish this, I conduct two t-tests, all with the null hypothesis that the mean 
of the vote choice variable should be equal to the mean of the approval variable: Approval 
Banda to Vote Choice Banda; and Approval Banda Post-Information to Vote Choice 
Banda Post-Information. H7 is supported if the mean of a given approval variable is 
significantly lower than the mean of the relevant vote choice variable. 

H8: Effects tested in the above hypotheses will be smaller for members of the People’s Party 
than for supporters of other Malawian parties.!

Finally, I test H8 using a series of Fisher Exact tests as well as a question in the first section 
of the survey inquiring about party membership (“People’s Party Member”). I examine the 
distribution of responses for those in the People’s Party compared to the distribution of 
responses for those in other parties or not in a party. H8 is supported if the allocation of 
subjects across coding categories is significantly different for the People’s Party from that for 
other parties, and if the amount of subjects reporting a decrease in support is consistently 
lower. As a robustness check, I also run a series of Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to test this 
hypothesis. The results presented in the next section hold except where otherwise noted. 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Hypotheses Tests Variables 

! Mean!
Standard!
Deviation!

Minimum! Maximum!

Approval!Banda! V0.20! 0.68! V1! 1!

Vote!Choice!Banda! V0.28! 0.45! V1! 0!

Vote!Choice!PP!Parliamentary! V0.25! 0.44! V1! 0!

Vote!Choice!PP!Local! V0.17! 0.37! V1! 0!

Economic!Reason!

- “Bad!Economy”!

- “Fewer!Customers”!

0.83!

0.48!

0.33!

0.38! 0! 1!

Approval!Banda!PostVInformation! V0.30! V0.46! V1! 0!

Vote!Choice!Banda!PostV

Information!

V0.20! V0.40! V1! 0!

People’s!Party!Member! 0.26! 0.44! 0! 1!
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Table 3: Hypotheses Tests Expectations and Results 
! IV! DV! Test! Expectation! Result!
H1:#Voters#lower#their#support#for#JB#after#
Cashgate#comes#to#light.#

Cashgate#
<Approval#Banda#
<Vote#Choice#Banda#

t<test##
H0#=#0#

Negative#
Approval#Banda#=#<0.20***#
Vote#Choice#Banda#=#<0.28***#

H2:#Voters#lower#their#support#for#PP#
candidates#after#Cashgate#comes#to#light.#

Cashgate#
<Vote#Choice#PP#Parl.#
<Vote#Choice#PP#Local#

t<test##
H0#=#0#

Negative#
Vote#Choice#PP#Parliamentary#=#<0.25***#
Vote#Choice#PP#Local#=#<0.17***#

H3:#The#effect#of#Cashgate#on#support#for#
PP#candidates#generally#is#lower#than#the#
effect#on#JB#specifically.#

Cashgate#
<Vote#Choice#Banda#
<Vote#Choice#PP#Parl.#
<Vote#Choice#PP#Local#

t<test##
H0#=#no#
difference#

Mean#of#Vote#Choice#
Banda#lower#than#means#
of#other#two#vote#choice#
variables#

(Vote#Choice#Banda#–#Vote#Choice#PP#Parliamentary)#=#<
0.03#
(Vote#Choice#Banda#–#Vote#Choice#PP#Local)#=#<0.11**#

H4:#Voters#cite#economic#reasons#as#the#
reason#Cashgate#has#lowered#their#support#
for#JB#and#other#PP#candidates.#

Cashgate# Economic#Reason#
t<test##
H0#=#
unknown#

Positive#
Economic#Reason#=#0.83.#83%#of#voters#suggest#an#
economic#reason#for#change#in#support#of#Joyce#Banda#

H5:#Upon#receiving#information#that#JB#
was#aware#or#involved#in#Cashgate,#voters#
reduce#their#support#for#JB.#

Information#
about# Joyce#
Banda’s# Role# in#
Cashgate#

<Approval#Banda#Post<
Information#
<Vote#Choice#Banda#
Post<Information#

t<test##
H0#=#0#

Negative#
Approval#Banda#Post<Information#=#<0.30***#
Vote#Choice#Banda#Post<Information#=#<0.20***#

H6:#Reduction#of#voter#support#for#JB#is#
greater#in#response#to#information#about#
corruption#involvement#compared#to#
corruption#awareness.#

Type# of#
information:#
Awareness# or#
Involvement#

<Approval#Banda#Post<
Information#
<Vote#Choice#Banda#
Post<Information#

t<test##
H0#=#no#
difference#

Mean#of#both#DVs#lower#
for#those#in#Involvement#
group#

(Approval#Banda#Post<Information,#Involved#–#Approval#
Banda#Post<Information,#Aware)#=#<0.04#
(Vote#Choice#Banda#Post<Information,#Involved#–#Vote#
Choice#Banda#Post<Information,#Aware)#=#0.02#

H7:#The#effects#of#Cashgate#on#approval#
ratings#are#greater#than#the#effects#of#
Cashgate#on#vote#choice.#

Cashgate#

<Approval#Banda#
<Vote#Choice#Banda#
<Approval#Banda#Post<
Information#
<Vote#Choice#Banda#
Post<Information#

t<test##
H0#=#no#
difference#

Means#of#approval#
variables#significantly#
lower#than#means#of#vote#
choice#variables#

(Approval#Banda#–#Vote#Choice#Banda)#=#+0.08#
(Approval#Banda#Post<Information#–#Vote#Choice#Banda#
Post<Information)#=#<0.10**#

H8:#Effects#tested#in#the#above#hypotheses#
will#be#smaller#for#members#of#the#PP#than#
for#supporters#of#other#Malawian#parties.#

People’s# Party#
Membership#

All#

Fisher#
Exact#
H0#=#no#
difference#

People’s#Party#members#
experience#smaller#
decreases#in#support#

DV#Differences#Between#PP#Members#and#Others#
Approval#Banda#=#<0.32***#
Vote#Choice#Banda#=#<0.25***#
Vote#Choice#PP#Parliamentary#=#<0.27*#
Vote#Choice#PP#Local#=#<0.18#
Approval#Banda#Post<Information#=#<0.22**#
Vote#Choice#Banda#Post<Information#=#+0.02#

Key: * p<0.1 **p<.05 ***p<.01 
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6. Results 

Before reviewing the results of the specific hypotheses tests, I compare responses to the 
common questions asked both in the July 2012 survey and the December 2013 survey. As 
mentioned previously, the sampled populations of these two surveys are different. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to expect that some of these differences be due to differences across these two 
populations of Malawians. However, some of the differences may also be due to changes in 
perceptions of corruption in Malawi since Cashgate came to light.  

Whereas 4.3% of the pre-Cashgate sample said they had taken action after experiencing 
corruption in district government, 12.1% said they had in the post-Cashgate sample. While 
51.8% said corruption was frequent or extensive in the district assemblies in the pre-Cashgate 
survey, this figure rose to 63.0% in the post-Cashgate survey. This provides evidence that 
Malawians are becoming more aware of corruption and more willing to fight it. 

Another striking difference is in the effect Cashgate has had on the perceived legitimacy of 
the Anti-Corruption Bureau (ACB), which has been deeply involved and highly visible in 
investigating Cashgate, making arrests and reporting their progress to the media. In the pre-
Cashgate survey, 14.3% of respondents said the ACB was responsible for fighting corruption 
in Malawi and 12.5% said they would report corruption to the ACB. In the post-Cashgate 
survey, 46.1% said the ACB was responsible for fighting corruption in Malawi and 26.5% 
said they would report corruption to the ACB. This pattern seems to suggest that the Anti-
Corruption Bureau is increasingly seen as an active and respected anti-corruption institution 
in Malawi. 

Hypotheses Test Results 

All results appear in Table 3 above. 

There is support for H1, the hypothesis that Cashgate would reduce support for Joyce Banda. 
The mean of the Approval Joyce Banda variable is -0.2, reflecting the 31% of respondents 
that said Cashgate negatively affected their approval of Joyce Banda compared to the 12% of 
respondents that said it has been positively affected. Similarly, the mean of the Vote Choice 
Banda variable is -.28. No respondents said they had shifted their vote towards Joyce Banda 
as a result of Cashgate, and nearly a third had shifted their vote away from her. Based on 
reported shifts among Malawian citizens, Cashgate had significantly shifted support away 
from Joyce Banda in the six months prior to the election. 

There is also strong support for H2, the hypothesis that Cashgate would reduce support for PP 
candidates other than Joyce Banda. In response to Cashgate, 25% of respondents said that 
they had shifted their vote away from PP parliamentary candidates and 17% stated they 
shifted their vote away from PP local government candidates. Cashgate seems to have 
harmed the political trajectories of incumbent party members as well as the incumbent 
president. 
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Did Cashgate affect Joyce Banda more than others in her party? There is mixed support for 
H3. While there is no significant difference in the shift in support between Joyce Banda and 
PP parliamentary candidates, the difference in shift between Joyce Banda and PP local 
government candidates is significant and in the expected direction. This finding suggests that 
voters held Joyce Banda and the higher level politicians more accountable than those at the 
lower levels. One reason for this may be that there were no incumbents in the local 
government elections, as the ward councillor system had been disbanded under former 
president Bingu wa Mutharika. It is therefore unknown whether incumbent PP members in 
local government would have experienced the same electoral hit, or whether lower levels of 
government are simply not seen as responsible for scandal in the central government. This 
would be a compelling avenue for future research on corruption in Malawi. 

It was challenging to develop a null hypothesis regarding H4. In the case of Cashgate, the 
data strongly suggest that voters linked Cashgate to a struggling economy, which therefore 
translated into lower approval for incumbent president Joyce Banda. Eighty-three percent of 
voters cited an economic reason for their decreased approval of Joyce Banda in response to 
Cashgate. The most common reasons were simply “the economy is bad” (48%), or “loss of 
customers” (33%). 

As expected, voters responded to new information about Joyce Banda’s role in the scandal by 
reducing their support for her even more (H5). Thirty percent of subjects reported that they 
would reduce their approval if they learned that she was involved or aware of the corruption 
associated with Cashgate, and 20% reported that they would shift their vote away from her. 
Interestingly, there was no evidence that the type of role Joyce Banda played makes any 
difference to voters (H6). Voters who heard hypothetical information that she was aware 
were just as likely to reduce their support as those who heard hypothetical information that 
she was involved. This information treatment was randomly assigned, so this effect has 
stronger internal validity than the other tests. It suggests that Malawian voters believing that 
Joyce Banda played a role – any role, whether passive or active – were not forgiving of her at 
the polls. 

There is some support for H7, the hypothesis that approval ratings would shift more 
substantially than vote choice. While the difference between reported approval and reported 
vote choice shifts is not significant, the difference between reported approval and reported 
vote choice shifts, after being provided with information about Joyce Banda’s involvement, is 
significant and in the expected direction. Ten percent more people said they would reduce 
their approval of Joyce Banda than said they would shift their vote away from her. Since this 
portion of the survey reflected greater control over the treatment of information being 
provided to the voters, this difference is more reliable. This finding suggests that voter 
approval is more sensitive to new information than is vote choice. 

Finally, there is extensive evidence for H8, the hypothesis that People’s Party members are 
less likely to report having shifted support away from Joyce Banda and also less likely to do 
so after receiving new information. The differences between People’s Party members and 
other Malawians are generally significant for all dependent variables evaluated in this 
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chapter. However, there are two exceptions to this robust trend. First, People’s Party 
members are not more likely to shift their vote away from People’s Party local government 
candidates. This may be because the rate of people who are making this shift is lower across 
the population. Second, People’s Party members are just as likely to shift their vote away 
from Joyce Banda after being provided with information about her involvement, suggesting 
that swing and core voters are equally sensitive to new information. However, this latter 
result may also be due to a general fickleness among many Malawians in their party loyalties, 
especially regarding vote choice. Exploring how members of different parties react to new 
information about candidates within and external to their party would be a promising avenue 
for future research on political perceptions and behaviour in Malawi. 

7. Discussion and Conclusion 

The research presented in this chapter suggests that outrage over the corruption associated 
with the Cashgate scandal likely translated into reduced support for Joyce Banda and the 
People’s Party. Voters reacted to accusations about Joyce Banda’s role in the scandal by 
reducing support even further, and the effect of information about Joyce Banda’s awareness 
of the corruption had the same effect as information about Joyce Banda’s involvement in it, 
suggesting that voters were persistent in blaming her for the scandal. If Cashgate was a witch 
hunt, then Joyce Banda was deemed a witch by the Malawian people. 

As suggested in the introduction to this chapter, it is possible to interpret the results of this 
research as indicating Malawi’s democracy is maturing. The voters believed Joyce Banda 
was responsible for Cashgate’s causes and management, these beliefs translated into their 
political attitudes and actions, and Joyce Banda subsequently lost the presidency. Although 
we cannot claim a causal relationship between Cashgate and Joyce Banda’s loss, this research 
offers some evidence that vertical accountability mechanisms in Malawi are functioning as 
they should. 

However, in evaluating Malawi’s democracy and its level of maturity in light of Cashgate, we 
may consider another dimension of democracy: responsiveness. Responsiveness is the degree 
to which “public policies correspond to citizen demands and preferences as aggregated 
through the political process” (Diamond and Morlino 2004: 22). This dimension of 
democracy requires a link between citizen preferences and public policy. Cashgate gives us 
reason to think carefully about the origin of such preferences. Although the stringent 
crackdown on those involved in Cashgate and the barrage of subsequent reforms seem to 
indicate that policy and preferences are aligned, it is undoubtedly the case that citizen 
preferences were greatly shaped by the media coverage of Cashgate and statements by NGOs, 
political parties and other citizens regarding its origins and management. With much riding 
on the May 2014 presidential election, and with a media that may not be entirely unbiased, it 
is highly possible that public opinion regarding Cashgate was shaped in line with the political 
goals of elite actors. Avenues for future research could be exploring the degree to which 
media coverage and political statements shape public opinion in Malawi, and evaluating the 
presence of partisan bias in the media. In the meantime, a lingering question arising out of 
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this research is: How mature is a democracy where citizen policy preferences are malleable 
by political elites and the media? 

From a policy standpoint, it is compelling to consider how Joyce Banda may have handled 
Cashgate differently. One suggestion that follows from the findings of this chapter is that she 
could have attempted to disentangle Cashgate from the economy. Voters saw various 
economic troubles as intrinsically linked to the Cashgate scandal, thanks in part to many 
messages asserting the link (e.g. Catholic Bishops of Malawi 2013), and so their negative 
response to a corruption scandal was bundled up with a negative response to a struggling 
economy. The sum effect was likely greater than its parts. As an example of how pervasively 
Cashgate affected voter perceptions of politics and the elections, those who attended People’s 
Party rallies would sometimes throw around the saying, “Tikadye nao za Cashgate,” meaning 
“Let’s go and eat Cashgate money.” In other words, voters saw People’s Party campaign 
activities as funded by Cashgate. Banda could have attempted to dispel this perception. 

Furthermore, Banda could have campaigned more to combat the response to Cashgate, 
focusing especially on swing voters. The evidence suggests that her supporters were less 
likely than others to translate Cashgate into reduced support, though they were just as likely 
to re-evaluate voting for her based on new information. Former President Banda could have 
counteracted this effect by explicitly addressing each accusation against her, and doing so in 
a variety of forums. She could have focused particularly on refuting Cashgate accusations 
among rural voters, who were assumed to lack access to media coverage on Cashgate, but 
who were explicitly told by the DPP, “It’s [your] money at stake” (Malawi Voice 2013). 

Although former President Banda has now been exonerated (National Audit Office and Baker 
Tilly 2014), she and her party paid the price at the polls. Unfortunately, it is the Malawian 
people who paid the greatest price, entangled during a critical period of the country’s history 
in a battle of political elites for power resulting in an immense loss of government funds. As 
the Chichewa proverb goes, “Njovu ziwiri zikamamenyana, udzu ndi omwe umavutika.”182 

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
182 When two elephants fight, the grass suffers. 
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